We develop and implement a novel numerical water tracer model within the Noah LSM with multiparameterization options (WT-Noah-MP) that is specifically designed to track individual hydrometeorological events. This approach provides a more complete representation of the physical processes beyond the standard land surface model output. Unlike isotope-enabled LSMs, WT-Noah-MP does not simulate the concentration of oxygen or hydrogen isotopes, or require isotope information to drive it. WT-Noah-MP provides stores, fluxes, and transit time estimates of tagged water in the surface-subsurface system. The new tracer tool can account for the horizontal and vertical heterogeneity of tracer transport in the subsurface by allowing partial mixing in each soil layer. We compared model-estimated transit times at the H. J. Andrews Experimental Watershed in Oregon with those derived from isotope observations. Our results show that including partial mixing in the soil results in a more realistic transit time distribution than the basic well-mixed assumption. We then used WT-Noah-MP to investigate the regional response to an extreme precipitation event in the U.S. Pacific Northwest. The model differentiated the flood response due to direct precipitation from indirect thermal effects and showed that a large portion of this event water was retained in the soil after 6 months. The water tracer addition in Noah-MP can help us quantify the long-term memory in the hydrologic system that can impact seasonal hydroclimate variability through evapotranspiration and groundwater recharge.
Introduction
Land surface models (LSMs) parameterize the exchange of water, energy, and momentum between the land surface and the atmosphere and are a key component in Earth system modeling. The capability of LSMs to capture the timing and extent of the soil water budget, precipitation interception, storage, and eventual loss to either runoff or evaporation determines the predictive skill for droughts, floods, and continental moisture recycling (Henderson-Sellers 2006) . However, in recent decades there has been a shift away from a bulk quantification of the water balance to a more nuanced understanding of the physical processes and pathways of water movement by tracking water through the terrestrial system using stable isotope tracers . The isotopic composition changes in different stores and fluxes provide a recognizable signature of water transport in the surface-subsurface continuum (Gat 1996; McGuire and McDonnell 2006) . These signatures have revealed that most of the runoff from natural watersheds and/or peak flow associated with rain storms is composed of displaced pre-event water (e.g., Sklash et al. 1976; Buttle 1994; Genereux and Hooper 1998 ; see review by Klaus and McDonnell 2013) , and more recently that the water used for plant transpiration is different from the mobile water that supplies groundwater recharge (Brooks et al. 2010; Evaristo et al. 2015) , suggesting a compartmentalization in time and space of the components of the water cycle.
These isotopic observations can be used to validate and improve LSMs' representation of the water cycle. This has been done by numerically incorporating an additional isotopic module in the LSM, and then directly comparing the modeled isotopic composition to observations (Aleinov and Schmidt 2006; Fischer 2006; Yoshimura et al. 2006; Sturm et al. 2010; Risi et al. 2016 18 O) through mixing, advection, diffusion, and related isotopic fractioning (e.g., Riley et al. 2002; Braud et al. 2005; Yoshimura et al. 2006; Fischer 2006; Aleinov and Schmidt 2006; Zhang et al. 2009; Haese et al. 2013; Risi et al. 2016) . Isotopic signals reflect the accumulated transport and phase change features of the model (Yoshimura et al. 2006 ) and thus can probe the ''correctness'' of a model's parameterization (Henderson-Sellers 2006; McDonnell and Beven 2014) . This approach is attractive because the observations and model results can be directly compared. A strength of this approach is that water isotopes from local measurements can yield relevant information to evaluate isotope-enabled LSMs at the large scale (Risi et al. 2016) .
Therefore, multiple LSMs with isotope capability now exist, for example, Minimal Advanced Treatments of Surface Interaction and Runoff with stable water isotopes (iso-MATSIRO), Chameleon Surface Model with stable water isotopes (iCHASM), the Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) isotopically enabled land-surface scheme (ILSS), ECHAM5-Jena Scheme for Biosphere-Atmosphere Coupling in Hamburg (JSBACH) with stable water isotopes (ECHAM5-JSBACH-wiso), and water isotopes in ORCHIDEE and CLM. However, the use of these isotope-enabled LSMs is hampered by their isotope-data-driven nature. For offline LSM simulations, spatially gridded isotope data of precipitation and ambient vapor is required in order to drive the isotopic compositions in the land surface (Kendall and Coplen 2001) . For fully coupled regional atmosphereland simulations in which a climate model provides the atmospheric and isotopic forcing for the LSM, isotopic composition of water vapor is required as lateral boundary forcing for regional simulations. However, these isotopic observations are largely limited in time and space and are usually subject to discontinuities and discrepancies of scales between measurements and modeling, which makes it difficult to ingest in these isotopic-enabled LSMs (Twining et al. 2006; Fischer and Sturm 2006; Risi et al. 2016) , particularly when simulating historical events, when isotopic observations were not readily available. On the other hand, coupled global simulations (that do not require isotope data as lateral boundary conditions) rely entirely on the modeled representation of isotope physics and dynamics in the atmospheric-ocean and land system, thus increasing the uncertainties because they are not constrained by observations (Haese et al. 2013) .
It is particularly difficult to numerically track water that originates from an individual precipitation event through the surface-subsurface system using isotopes (in observations or in models). As an example, to track an individual event using observations, the isotopic composition of soil water or streamflow d out (t) is estimated via the convolution integral of the isotope compositions of a series of precipitation events d in (t 0 ) and the transit time distribution (or system response function) g(t 2 t 0 ) that reflects the transport in the subsurface. Tracking an individual event involves the deconvolution of the isotopic signature of each event, and this requires either an a priori assumption of a time-invariant transit time distribution (e.g., Stewart and McDonnell 1991; McGuire et al. 2002; McDonnell 2010, hereafter MM2010) or high demands on isotope data to calibrate the time-variant transit time distribution (e.g., Klaus et al. 2015) . Furthermore, some mixture of isotopically fractionated water in isotope-enabled LSMs may conceal or obscure the underlying movement of event water. Therefore, uncertainties associated with the assumptions on transit time distribution (Hrachowitz et al. 2009; Birkel et al. 2012; van der Velde et al. 2012) and isotopic fractionation parameterization when phase change occurs (e.g., Yoshimura et al. 2006; Risi et al. 2016) can hinder our ability to use isotopes for tracking water for individual events.
Here we present a new numerical tool to overcome past limitations and to track water through the terrestrial system. Using numerical tracers embedded in an LSM, we ''tag'' the water of a particular event (for example a storm, or a series of storms), and follow the water as it moves through the surface-subsurface until it ultimately leaves the system as evapotranspiration or runoff. Note that we are using numerical tracers to distinguish the event water from the rest of water in the model, which in the real world is achieved by the different water isotopic features from precipitation input. This tool tracks the event water rather than water isotopes; thus, it directly represents the water transit features without the complexity of isotopic physics.
The overarching goal of this paper is to understand hydrometeorological event dynamics as water moves through the surface-subsurface system with multiple characteristic spatiotemporal scales. The specific goals of this paper are as follows:
1) To present the water tracer tool within the Noah LSM with multiparameterization options (Noah-MP; Niu et al. 2011) . Noah-MP has been widely used in climate and large-scale hydrological studies. It is the first LSM that has a numerical water tracer capability. We will refer to this tool as WT-Noah-MP. 2) To evaluate WT-Noah-MP using isotope observations from a small watershed in the northwestern United States. 3) To investigate the short and long-term impacts of an extreme precipitation event over a large region in the northwestern United States.
Model description a. Noah-MP
Noah-MP (Niu et al. 2011 ) is an advanced LSM, based on the Noah model (Ek et al. 2003) , and modified to include multiple physical processes. It has been used to study the large-scale water cycle in both standalone (e.g., Yang et al. 2011; Cai et al. 2014; Pilotto et al. 2015) and coupled simulations with the Weather Research and Forecast (WRF) Model (e.g., Barlage et al. 2015; Martinez et al. 2016 ) and its extended WRF-Hydro system (Gochis et al. 2013; Senatore et al. 2015) . Similar to many other LSMs, Noah-MP has a single-level canopy model, a snow model, and a ground hydrology model (see water stores and fluxes in Fig. 1 and Table 1 ). On the other hand, Noah-MP is unique as a result of its flexibility to customize simulations because it provides multiple options to parameterize key processes (Barlage et al. 2015) . We use the particular parameterization set shown in Table 2 to illustrate the water tracer implementation. Note that no lateral flow/routing is included in this particular model setting.
b. Water tracer implementation in Noah-MP
The water tracer module is a new set of equations that describe the dynamics of the partial storages and fluxes of the water tracers. The water tracers ''tag'' event precipitation and leave the system through evapotranspiration and runoff. Figure 1 shows how the tracers are conceptualized in each component of Noah-MP.
1) TRACER INITIATION
We initiate the water molecules from precipitation within a designated time window as water tracers. Before this time window, the tracer module is not activated, and the simulation is the same as the original Noah-MP. During the designated period, the precipitation is ''tagged'' and provides the input of tracers using (1). Therefore, the total tracer input equals the event precipitation designated by the time window. After this event, no further precipitation is being tagged but the existing tracers continue to be tracked until the end of simulation. The tracer input is calculated as 
where F 0 PP is the tracer input from precipitation, F PP is the total precipitation into the land surface, and wt ratio is a ratio used to control tracer input.
2) TRACERS IN SINGLE-LAYER CANOPY MODEL
The canopy model characterizes the fraction covered by vegetation f veg in each model grid. The canopy can store water if intercepted by vegetation leafs and stems (Fig. 1, top) , and the model allows canopy storages in both liquid water and ice phases. Forest canopies are capable of intercepting large quantities of precipitation, which account for 10%-50% of season-long or annual precipitation (Carlyle-Moses and Gash 2011).
The intercepted water from prior rain events is found to have important mixing effects with the current rainfall in generating throughfall (Allen et al. 2014) . To account for the mixing between pre-event canopy storage and the water tracers, we assume a ''well mixed'' canopy model as in other isotope-enabled LSMs ( Fig. 1; e.g., Fischer 2006; Yoshimura et al. 2006; Aleinov and Schmidt 2006) . Over the grid area covered by vegetation f veg , the water tracers are immediately mixed with pre-event canopy storage with a mixing ratio of R l,canopy or R i,canopy : 
where F 0 l and F l are the tracer and total fluxes from the liquid water storage W l,canopy through different processes while F 0 i and F i are the tracer and total fluxes from the ice water storage W i,canopy . Note that we do not account for dew/frost, which is from the ambient water vapor, as a source for the water tracers to ensure that the only source for tracers is the tagged precipitation event.
3) TRACERS IN THE SNOW MODEL
Noah-MP uses a physically based snow model to simulate snowpack dynamics. The model has up to three layers (three individual stores) depending on the snowpack depth (Fig. 1, middle) . The well-mixed assumption is assumed in each snow layer (e.g., Fischer 2006; Yoshimura et al. 2006; Aleinov and Schmidt 2006) . Table 3 for more information. Note that the soil moisture reservoir that stacks liquid on top of ice does not suggest the real placement but rather shows their shared holding capacity based on soil porosity.
The tracer input as rainfall/snow increases the storage of the topmost snow layer, following the original Noah-MP. The fluxes contributing to sublimation, phase change, and snow layer dividing/combining are derived using similar equations to (2) and (3). In particular, when the downward percolation occurs F l,snow,n due to rain on snow or snowmelt, the tracer flux F 0 l,snow,n is calculated using (4):
where F l,snow,n21 and R l,snow,n21 are the total liquid flow and tracer mixing ratio from the layer above, W 0 l,snow,n and R 0 l,snow,n are the total liquid storage and tracer mixing ratio of layer n at the prior time step, and R l,snow,n is the mixing ratio of tracers in liquid storage of layer n. Therefore, we assume that the meltwater flux is spatially uniform and homogeneously mixed as it percolates through the snowpack (Judy et al. 1970; Stichler 1987; Raben and Theakstone 1998) . However, we are not accounting for meltwater percolation down preferential pathways or discrete ''fingers' ' (e.g., Gerdel 1954; Marsh and Woo 1984) ; accounting for this process requires a more sophisticated snow model to represent the heterogeneity of the melting process (e.g., Feng et al. 2002; Lee et al. 2010 ).
4) TRACERS IN THE GROUND HYDROLOGIC

MODEL
In this study, we use a simple combination of an infiltration-excess-based surface runoff scheme and a gravitational free-drainage subsurface runoff scheme as used in the original Noah LSM (Schaake et al. 1996) . Note that Noah-MP provides more sophisticated runoff and groundwater schemes to account for soil-groundwater interactions; the tracers could be extended to these schemes in the future. At the soil surface, the total water input F l,insur can generate infiltration-excess surface runoff F l,srf , which is partitioned into the tracer contribution F 0 l,srf :
where R l,insur is the mixing ratio of tracer input at the soil surface to total input, and F 0 l,insur and F l,insur are the tracer and total water input at the soil surface, respectively. The rest is infiltrated into the soil column. The critical issue is the partitioning of subsurface fluxes into tracer fluxes within the soil column.
In Noah-MP, the liquid water in each soil layer is updated using Richards' equation:
where u is the soil water content that can be converted to water storage W l,soil,n multiplied by the soil thickness dz, K(u) is the hydraulic conductivity, and D(u) is the soil water diffusivity. The term K(u) [D(u) ] is parameterized as a function of u and saturated hydraulic conductivity K sat (saturated diffusivity D sat ). In Noah-MP, K sat and D sat are assigned according to soil type, neglecting the vertical variations. In our simulations, we use observed profiles of these parameters from field experiments for the small watershed in the northwestern United States (section 4a) to account for the compaction with soil depth. However, we use the assigned parameters without vertical variation for the regional-scale simulation (section 4b) as in the default Noah-MP due to the lack of observations. For all soil layers, the equations in the form of (6) are solved together through a tridiagonal matrix using a time-implicit scheme (Niu et al. 2011) . Tracing water through the soil column is perhaps the most problematic aspect of the tracer model. The difficulty in implementing tracers using Richards' equation is that (6) is not valid for tracer soil water (we cannot replace u with u 0 ). The reason is that the tracer water moves in proportion to the gradient in total moisture content, not the gradient in tracer moisture content. For this reason, we first calculate the total flux (the final form of which was not explicitly calculated in the original Noah-MP due to the time-implicit scheme), then partition the flux by multiplying by the mixing ratio tracer soil water to total soil water. In the discussion that follows, we are assuming a well-mixed reservoir within each layer (in section 2c we describe how to account for incomplete mixing). The water budget equations for total and tracer soil moisture are described in (7) and (8):
dz 1 , for soil layer 1;
›z 1 , for soil layer 1;
where u n and u 0 n are the total soil water contents of layer n at the current time step and the prior time step, F l,(n21)n is the total flux between layer n 2 1 and n (taking downward direction as positive), and R n and R 0 n are the mixing ratios of tracer soil water to total soil water in layer n at the current and the prior time steps, respectively. To solve for R 1 2 R N , we first calculate the interlayer fluxes F l,(n21)n using (7), and subsequently calculate the only unknowns R 1 2 R N in (8). Finally, the tracer fluxes and storages of each layer can be obtained assuming proportional extractions using R 1 2 R N .
c. Partial mixing in soil
The assumption of complete mixing of tracers with existing soil water is likely inadequate (Godsey et al. 2009; Rouxel et al. 2011; Hrachowitz et al. 2016) . The tracer response can be very different from the bulk-flux response (e.g., derived from Richards' equation or streamflow from an outlet) that largely manifests the effect of hydraulic gradients (i.e., the difference between velocity and celerity) (see more details in McDonnell and Beven 2014; Hrachowitz et al. 2016) . Water can bypass the soil matrix through macropores and reach specific depths faster than water moving through soil micropores (Ranken 1974; McDonnell 1990; Leaney et al. 1993; Kendall and McDonnell 1998; Buttle and McDonald 2002) . To account for the dual response time scales, studies have conceptualized the flow through preferential pathways and the soil matrix by separating the total storage into ''active/mobile'' and ''passive/ immobile'' storage compartments in modeling (e.g., Fenicia et al. 2010; Hrachowitz et al. 2013) . Under relatively dry conditions, a high portion of incoming precipitation (water tracers in our case) can be transiently stored in the porous flow media and interact with resident water of varying ages; as the system wets up, more water is likely to bypass the matrix through preferential flowpaths due to higher hydrologic connectivity (Hrachowitz et al. 2013 (Hrachowitz et al. ,2016 . This separation of active and passive storages is broadly consistent with the ecohydrological separation found by isotopic studies, suggesting different storages that supply plant transpiration (passive/immobile) and groundwater recharge and streamflow (active/mobile) (Brooks et al. 2010; Evaristo et al. 2015) .
However, the parameterization of such a dynamical partial mixing usually introduces extra parameters that require calibration (e.g., McGuire et al. 2007; Hrachowitz et al. 2013; Evaristo et al. 2015) . To represent the effect of partial mixing, yet keep the simplicity of the model application, we simplify the above process by 1) separating the total storage in each soil layer into half ''mobile'' and half ''immobile'' components (see the different stores of water in Fig. 1) , 2) assuming the input tracer flux only passes the mobile storage (Fig. 1,  bottom) , and 3) updating the two storages-mobile and immobile-with the total storage of each layer (half mobile and half immobile) while neglecting tracer exchange between the two half storages (i.e., updating of the immobile half storage is achieved through nontracer water exchanges). Therefore, we are assuming that the incoming tracer flux only mixes with half of the storage that is active/mobile, while the other half can be conceptualized as the water that is retained in the soil matrix and is assumed to be passive/immobile. These simplifications are more applicable for wet conditions, which are characterized by a faster transfer of younger water bypassing the soil matrix. While simplistic, this allows us to investigate the tracer responses to different mixing assumptions without introducing additional parameters. In future applications, the fraction of the storage that is mobile or immobile can be changed according to the research question and specific conditions of the region.
In addition to partitioning into mobile and immobile, we also increased the number of soil sublayers in the tracer parameterization. The original soil layer thickness (up to 1 m in the default Noah-MP and up to 0.4 m in our case) may be too thick to resolve the vertical profile of tracers, especially for relatively short model time steps (from 30 min to 1 h in this study). Such a homogeneous mixing will likely result in an earlier arrival of the tracer to a certain depth but with a more dispersed transit time distribution than in observations (see results in section 3). To account for the vertical heterogeneity of tracer movement, we increase the number of layers in the soil when dealing with the tracers (not the bulk flow). We assume mixing within 1 /2 and 1 /4 depth of each original soil layer (from Fig. 2b to Figs. 2c,d) . To obtain the tracer flux and storage in each sublayer, we use the same equations as (8) to solve for the mixing ratios in each sublayer. Using sublayers, the transpiration flux F trans,n becomes 1 /2 or 1 /4 of F trans,n in each sublayer, and the interlayer fluxes become those between sublayers (red arrows in Fig. 2c ). These sublayer fluxes are obtained from linear interpolation of the bounded whole-layer fluxes (e.g., F l,12 and F l,23 in Fig. 2a) . In this way, we are able to preserve the flux gradient (›Flux/›z) of the thicker original layer throughout the sublayers and maintain the vertical profile of soil moisture as invariant.
In summary, we account for the horizontal and vertical heterogeneity of tracer transport in the subsurface by allowing partial mixing in each soil layer by 1) accounting for mobile and immobile storage, where the tracers only interact with the mobile storage, and 2) subdividing the original model layers into additional sublayers when quantifying tracer movement. We test these different assumptions and their impact on the tracer flow and transport over a 10-ha watershed in western Oregon (WS10). Like the ''virtual experiment'' approach introduced by Weiler and McDonnell (2004) , over WS10 we collectively combine the numerical experiments using WT-Noah-MP using different mixing assumptions and the field experiments for the purposes of exploring first-order controls on the transit time distribution of a controlled watershed. In addition, we demonstrate the use of WT-Noah-MP over a large region in the U.S. Pacific Northwest (western Washington) as an exploratory tool to quantify short-and long-term impacts of an extreme precipitation event, with these partial-mixing assumptions incorporated as a measure of uncertainty. (Fig. 3a) is equipped with a comprehensive network of instrumentation and has been intensively studied for forest ecological Klaus et al. 2015) .
The vegetation type is a naturally regenerated secondgrowth Douglas fir forest after a 1975 clear-cut harvest. The catchment is steep, with slopes ranging from 308 to over 458 and elevations from 473 to 680 m. It contains residual and colluvial clay loam soils with an average soil depth of 1.3 m. Surface soils are well aggregated, but lower depths (70-100 cm) have a more massive blocky structure with less aggregation. Beneath is partially weathered bedrock with poor permeability in thicknesses from 1 to 7 m (;3.7 m on average). Annual precipitation is 2200 mm , about 80% of which falls between October and April. Consequently, the catchment gradually wets up from October to December and maintains the wet conditions until late spring. Runoff generation in the catchment shows clear thresholds, hysteresis, and event transit times varying with antecedent conditions. More details about WS10 can be found in McGuire et al. (2007) , MM2010, Klaus et al. (2015) , and Hale and McDonnell (2016) .
In a field experiment carried out in the 2002/03 winter rainy season, oxygen-18 ( 18 O) samples were collected weekly for bulk precipitation and at time intervals between daily and weekly for soil water from the lysimeters (Fig. 3a) . MM2010 used the data collected and a lumped parameter convolution model (Stewart and McDonnell 1991; McGuire et al. 2002 McGuire et al. , 2005 to examine the transit time of soil water along depth (red dots in Fig. 3a) . To compare isotope observations to the numerical tracer model, we use a measure of ''transit time'' derived from the numerical tracers.
b. Western Washington State
Located to the north of WS10, the regional simulation we conduct covers the western part of Washington state ( Figs. 3b,c) . This mountainous domain covers the Cascade Mountains on the east and the Olympic Mountains close to the coastline. Surrounded by these mountains, the Chehalis River basin (delineated by black in Fig. 3c ) is flood-prone for storms over the mountains. Similar to WS10 in Oregon, western Washington is also frequently affected by winter storms. In particular, most of its winter precipitation (.60%) can be attributed to atmospheric river (AR) events (Rutz et al. 2014) . ARs are structures of intense water vapor transport in the atmosphere, most of which is converted into precipitation over the U.S. West Coast (see more details in Zhu and Newell 1998; Neiman et al. 2008; Ralph and Dettinger 2012) . During 1-3 December 2007, an exceptionally intense AR event with well-defined filamentary structure of vapor transport (Fig. 3d ) severely impacted the Chehalis basin (see more details in NWS 2008).
c. Noah-MP configurations and forcing data
1) WATERSHED-SCALE SIMULATION, WS10
Noah-MP is configured with seven soil layers (0.1, 0.3, 0.3, 0.3, 0.3, 0.3, 0.4 m in thickness for each layer from top to bottom) with a total soil depth of 2.0 m. The soil type is prescribed as clay loam, and the vegetation type as evergreen needleleaf forest. Noah-MP is run offline and uses the North American Land Data Assimilation System (NLDAS; Mitchell 2004) data ( 1 /88 grid and hourly resolution) as forcing data, which includes precipitation, downward shortwave and longwave radiation, near-surface air temperature, wind and humidity, and surface pressure. We run the single-column simulation using data from the grid point in NLDAS that is closest to the location of WS10 (44.258N, 122.258W), with initial soil conditions provided by Noah LSM simulations from NLDAS. The simulation period is from 1 January 1999 to 31 December 2004 with a model time step of 30 min, and thus it encompasses the time period of the field tracer experiment in MM2010. We use the parameterizations shown in Table 2 .
In contrast with the default version of Noah-MP, we also incorporate the vertical variations in soil properties according to observed profiles from field observation. McGuire et al. (2007) fitted exponential functions to observations to represent vertical profiles for saturated hydraulic conductivity K sat and drainable porosity n d in the form of K sat (z) 5 k 0 exp(2z/f ) and (9)
where k 0 5 8.7 (m h 21 ), f 5 0.56, n 0 5 0.26, and d 5 1.12. We use these two functions to replace the two components for computing hydraulic conductivity K(z) in Noah-MP as (11) by (12):
where u max is the soil porosity and u r (z) is assumed to be soil moisture retained after draining with 100 cm of tension [u r (z) 5 u max 2 n d (z)]. By doing this, we improve the representation of both K sat and effective saturation f[u(z) 2 u r (z)]/[u max 2 u r (z)]g. The same replacement for effective saturation is also used to compute hydraulic diffusivity D(z). The sensitivity of the b parameter in (12) is tested around its mean within a standard deviation (8.52 6 3.44; data from Clapp and Hornberger 1978) .
2) REGIONAL-SCALE SIMULATION, WESTERN WASHINGTON
We perform the simulation over the spatial domain shown in Fig. 3c . It has 3-km grid spacing with prescribed soil, vegetation, and topographic parameters derived from 30-arc-s-resolution geographical dataset (http:// www2.mmm.ucar.edu/wrf/users/download/get_sources_ wps_geog.html). We use the same soil layer configuration as in WS10. The simulation is forced by the Global Land Data Assimilation System (GLDAS; 1 /48 spatial resolution and hourly temporal resolution; Rodell et al. 2004) and initialized by state variables from the Noah LSM simulation in GLDAS. Note that NLDAS is not used because artificial contrasts of precipitation forcing are found at the U.S.-Canada border, which is probably due to deficiencies in the data assimilation algorithm (not shown). The same set of parameterizations shown in Table 2 is used. We run the simulation for the period from 1 July 2007 to 30 June 2008, with a model time-step interval of 1 h. Note that no observation-based vertical profiles of soil properties are incorporated in this regional-scale simulation.
d. Experiments using WT-Noah-MP
MIXING EXPERIMENTS
To test the different assumptions of subsurface mixing, we implement four types of numerical experiments using WT-Noah-MP: 1) CM: complete mixing scenario in each soil layer; 2) PM: partial mixing scenario with half active/mobile storage; 3) CM-1/2 and CM-1/4: complete mixing scenario with mixing in every 1 /2 and 1 /4 thickness of soil layer; 4) PM-1/2 and PM-1/4: partially mixed scenario in every 1 /2 and 1 /4 thickness of soil layer.
For WS10, we use the WT-Noah-MP tool to tag 11 individual precipitation events (storms 5-15 in MM2010). These events are chosen because they occurred after the wet-up phase, and thus we could focus on wet conditions. The time windows used to tag each storm are shown in Table 3 with a 3-day duration of each event. In total, we run 11 simulations with the same configuration but with different storm events tagged using (1).
For the spatial simulation of western Washington, we tag the extreme AR event in December 2007. We specify the precipitation falling from 0000 UTC 1 December to 0000 UTC 10 December 2007 as tagged water.
Results and discussion
a. Watershed-scale simulation of WS10 (Oregon)
In this section, we apply the WT-Noah-MP model to WS10 to explore the dominant process controls on water transit time. Specifically, we conduct a series of ''virtual experiments,'' characterized by different hypotheses of subsurface mixing. We compare our numerical results to the results from observational field tracer experiments with the goal of evaluating the WT-Noah-MP tool. Figure 4a shows the measured soil moisture at a location 15 m from the slope base (blue triangle in Fig. 3a) and Fig. 5a shows the best-fit transit time distributions using observed d (12)]. Consistent with observations from MM2010 (Fig. 4a) , simulated soil moisture (Fig. 4b) shows a wetting-up period on approximately 10 November 2002, marking the beginning of the winter rainy season. In addition, the observed delay in wetting with depth is also represented in Noah-MP. After the wetting-up period (after 10 December 2002), the transient fluctuations in soil moisture as responses to precipitation events in Noah-MP are very similar to those from observations, and the simulated soil moisture captures the increasing trend with depth as observed. However, the Noah-MP simulations underestimate the vertical gradients in soil moisture with means increasing from 24.6% at 30 cm to 33.2% at 70 cm to 43.5% at 100 cm (averaged over the period shown in Fig. 4a ), while the simulated means are 35.1% at 25 cm, 37.3% at 70 cm, and 38.3% at 100 cm (Fig. 4b) .
The simulation of vertical gradients in soil moisture improves with decreasing b parameter values in (12). In addition, the model also underestimates the 100-cm soil moisture in the wet period (after mid-December) when the observed soil moisture was near saturated. This can be attributed to the simplified model physics in Noah-MP that allows free drainage from the soil bottom (with the current configuration) with no lateral flow represented, while the near-saturated soil moisture in Fig. 4a is measured at a location close to slope base (Fig. 3a) as a result of the low permeability of the bedrock and especially of upstream lateral flow. Differences also exist in precipitation forcing from gauge measurements and NLDAS representing a 1 /88 grid. Note that tracer transit is a function of flux, storage, and mixing, and we believe that Noah-MP reasonably captures the dynamics of soil moisture that allows us to estimate subsurface transit features.
2) CM SCENARIO
We now test the hypotheses of tracer mixing in WTNoah-MP using transit time distribution. We do this first for the CM scenario with complete mixing in each of the original seven soil layers. For each tagged event, we obtain the transit time distribution using (9) (Zuber 1986; McGuire et al. 2007 ):
where TTD(t) is the transit time distribution from the model, C I (t) is the tracer output concentration, Q(t) is the output flux, and M is the sum of tracer mass applied to the system, which is the water mass of the tagged precipitation event in our case. Using this equation, we obtain the transit time distribution at 25-, 70-, and 100-cm depths of each event. Figure 5b Fig. 5a ), which is the most upstream site (see location in Fig. 3a ) and less likely subject to lateral flow, the modeled mean transit times at 70 cm (38 days) and 100 cm (55 days) are much longer than the observed ones (;22 days), and the modeled transit time distributions at all levels are more dispersed than observations. Moreover, the time lag of ;10 days before the rising limb seen at the 92-95-cm level is not reproduced in the model. Therefore, the modeled transit times with CM show more dispersed distribution, longer mean transit time at deeper layers with no time lag of wetfront penetration. These could be an artifact of the complete mixing assumption, which results in too much tracer being retained in the unsaturated soil (McGuire et al. 2007 ).
3) PM SCENARIO Now, we accelerate the water transit through preferential flow paths by assuming half of the soil water storage to be active/mobile, while the other half retained in the soil matrix (see Fig. 1 ). Figure 5c (red solid curve) shows the modeled transit time distributions of soil water at 25, 70, and 100 cm. Compared with Fig. 5b , the distributions from the PM scenario are more highly peaked with less dispersion. The mean transit times estimated from Fig. 5c (red solid curves) are 10, 22, and 28 days for the three levels, which are very close to the ones estimated from isotope observations (Fig. 5a ). The faster transit of tracers can also be seen in Fig. 6 , which shows a faster downward propagation of the tracer flow (comparing the red dashed and solid profiles). The better results from the PM-active scenario suggest that the preferential flow pathways are critical for event water transit at WS10, especially for these events after the soil wet-up. However, the observed time lag in the rising limb of the hydrograph of tracer response at ;100 cm is still not captured.
4) CM-1/2 AND CM-1/4 SCENARIOS
To better represent the vertical profiles of tracers, we assume mixing in every 1 /2 and 1 /4 of the original soil thickness for each layer. Figure 5b show the modeled transit time distributions from this assumption (dashed blue and green curves). By allowing mixing in a thinner layer, we see more narrow-peaked distributions. Unlike that in the PM scenario, the mean transit times are not significantly changed, but there is a clear lag of the rising limb in tracer response at 100 cm. This lag is explained by a less dispersed downward penetration shown in Fig. 6 (cf. the dashed red, blue, and green profiles). Thus, tracers simulated with CM-1/2 and CM-1/4 penetrate in a more concentrated way into deeper layers, mimicking piston flow. This enables these scenarios to capture the lag of tracer response in deeper layers, which is not captured by the CM or PM simulations. 5) PM-1/2 AND PM-1/4 SCENARIOS Because of the importance of preferential flow through macropores and piston replacement in the soil matrix, we incorporate both partial mixing assumptions of active/mobile storage and vertically constrained mixing into the model. As a result, the simulated transit times in Fig. 5c show less spread-out distributions and lagged rising limbs at deeper levels, both of which are more consistent with those derived from isotopes. In addition, the PW-1/4 modifies the 100-cm recession limb having a similar time as the rising limb, resulting in a better agreement with the isotope-derived ones.
To conclude, we test different hypotheses of mixing in estimating transit times in subsurface water using WTNoah-MP. At WS10, the assumption of complete mixing in unsaturated soil results in broader distributions with longer transit times in deeper soil in stark contrast to the isotope-derived transit times from MM2010. For this case in which wet conditions dominate, we find it critical to represent the tracer transit through both preferential flowpaths and piston displacement. To do this in the model framework, we incorporate a mobile and an immobile soil moisture storage and include additional sublayers in the simulation of the tracer transport.
b. Regional-scale simulation of an extreme precipitation event
In this section, we apply the WT-Noah-MP tool to better understand an extreme event that affected western Washington. Our goal is to demonstrate that, in addition to watershed applications, WT-Noah-MP can be used as a tool to investigate the water budget and subsurface time scales of a precipitation event with regional-scale impacts. Using the tracers, we tag the precipitation from an extreme precipitation event and track its contribution to different storages and fluxes throughout the terrestrial system.
1) PARTITION OF AR PRECIPITATION INTO DIFFERENT STORES
WT-Noah-MP can help us better quantify the contribution of this AR to different storages over land. Precipitation that falls on the soil surface can contribute to soil moisture and flooding that causes inundation and direct economic losses, while the precipitation that falls on snowpack might contribute to snow accumulation that is critical for local water resources or rain-on-snow that may trigger snowmelt (Bonne et al. 2015; Guan et al. 2016) .
For the date with maximum daily precipitation (from 0000 UTC 3 December to 0000 UTC 4 December 2007), up to 75 mm of precipitation fell over the Cascade Mountains (red circle in Fig. 7a ), while up to 60 mm fell on the lower coastal lands (blue circle in Fig. 7a) . The results derived from WT-Noah-MP clearly reveal that the precipitation over the Cascade Mountains is accumulated as snow water (Fig. 7b) , while that over the western lowlands and to the southeast of the Cascades was mostly stored as soil moisture (Fig. 7c) . However, the water tracers are revealing a more nuanced picture. If we only look at the changes in total snow accumulation, we see that there were significant loses (blue regions) in the low-elevation regions (Fig. 7d) . However, the tracers do not show such significant losses (Fig. 7b) . This indicates that there was significant melting of the snow that had accumulated before the AR impacted the region. The melted snow then contributed to total soil moisture (Fig. 7e) , but clearly, changes in soil moisture to the southeast of the Cascades were mostly due to ''pre-event'' water, rather than tagged water (cf. Fig. 7e to Fig. 7c) . Figure 8b shows that the total surface runoff is mostly composed of precipitation from this AR event (85.5%) while the rest 14.5% is contributed by the snowmelt from antecedent snow. A similar estimation is also obtained by Guan et al. (2016) from the rain-on-snow ARs affecting the southwest coast, with ;20% of total runoff from snowmelt. It is a key feature usually associated with extreme ARs, which can exaggerate the quick runoff response of basins because they are usually associated with higher temperatures. Therefore, the WTNoah-MP tool helps differentiate the role of this AR in causing the extreme flooding into the precipitation from this event (direct) and the indirect thermal effect that triggered snowmelt across the region. By the end of the tagged period (0000 UTC 10 December 2007), water from the AR event accounts for .15% of soil moisture (Fig. 7g) over the low-elevation areas, while snowfall associated with this AR accounts for .50% of snow water over the Cascades (Fig. 7f) . However, the value of the tracers is perhaps best exemplified when analyzing the tracer water for times after the event has passed.
2) SUBSURFACE DYNAMICS OF ARS EXTENDING
TO THE SEASONAL SCALE About 2 /3 of this AR's precipitation was stored as soil moisture (Fig. 8a) . Upon their arrival, ARs can replenish soil moisture and abruptly end the long-term water deficits between precipitation and evapotranspiration as drought busters (Dettinger 2013) . Afterward, these ARs can have hydroclimate impacts with much longer scales than the event time scale (days), by modifying landatmosphere interactions through evapotranspiration and by contributing to subsurface runoff that recharges groundwater and contributes to hydrographs.
From the simulation with CM, the tracers in the soil slowly leave the system as free drainage with a surge in mid-May due to the melting of tracers in snowpack (red dashed line in Fig. 8a ). The main outflow is through subsurface runoff while the fluxes through evapotranspiration and surface runoff are comparable and small (Fig. 8a) . By 1 July 2007, all of the tracers in snow have melted while more than 50% of water from this AR's precipitation is still retained in the soil moisture storage, suggesting a longer-than-seasonal time scale transit time of this AR assuming complete mixing.
Including additional sublayers in the soil does not result in large differences of event water stored as soil moisture (cf. CM, CM-1/2, and CM-1/4 in Fig. 9 ). However, the simulation with PM shows faster transit and thus fewer tracers retained in the soil (red solid line in Figs. 8a and 9) . From Fig. 9 , the decrease of tracer water in the soil occurs preferentially close to the surface (0.25 and 0.85 m) after January, while those at 1.45 m depth have comparable tracer amount from all simulations. As a result, only ;22 kg m 22 of water that is from this AR is retained in the soil by 1 July 2008 from the PM simulation. This accounts for ;30% of the total precipitation from this AR, suggesting that this event can contribute to local transpiration and especially groundwater recharge after 6 months. In summary, we use WT-Noah-MP to track the water that originates as precipitation from an AR event. Of the total surface runoff that significantly contributed to local flooding, 85.5% came from the precipitation of this AR while the remaining 14.5% came from the snowmelt from the antecedent snowpack. However, the surface runoff only consists of a small portion of this AR's precipitation. About 2 /3 of AR precipitation was stored in the soil immediately after the event, and ; 1 /3 was stored as snow. During days and months following the event, these stores of water are depleted through runoff or evaporation. The rate at which the water leaves the surface-subsurface system depends on the different mixing assumptions. The CM simulation shows the largest amount of tracers retained in the soil and the slowest transit out, consistent with that in WS10 experiments. In the PM simulation, event water leaves the system at a faster rate through subsurface runoff (see purple line of Fig. 8a ), thus depleting soil moisture. The soil moisture conditions before the 3 December event occurred were anomalously wet, as two previous storms had impacted the region in the days leading up to the AR. For this reason, we hypothesize that the PM simulation more realistically captures the transit times in the system. However, without regional-scale observations, we cannot test our hypothesis. For this reason, the CM and PM simulations provide an ''envelope of uncertainty'' regarding the transit time distributions in the basin. Regardless of the assumptions used, approximately 30% of the AR's precipitation remains in the soil after 6 months. This result allows us to quantify the residence time of this extreme event in the terrestrial hydrologic system.
c. Comments
In the two examples above, we illustrate the use of WT-Noah-MP to track event-based water in 1) a detailed examination of subsurface transit at the watershed scale and 2) a regional-scale event water budget analysis. Unlike isotope-enabled LSMs, we trace the total event-based water and not the isotopes. For this reason, no isotopic data are required to drive the tracer module because we only need the total water amount from the tagged event as tracer input. These data can be derived from the forcing (precipitation) used to drive any regular LSM. Since we are tracing the actual water, no fractionation process needs to be included, reducing the uncertainty and making the interpretation more straightforward. For these reasons, the new numerical water tracer tool makes it possible to investigate event-based physical processes in a wide range of spatial and temporal scales. However, we still require isotope observations to validate our results. In our application to WS10, the isotope data collected from field experiments and its derived transit time distribution by MM2010 become a key benchmark to test the mixing assumptions that allow different subsurface flow regimes. Because the water tracer model does not provide isotope data, we convert the tracer results into transit times. On the other hand, the output from an isotope-enabled LSM would be directly comparable to isotope observations. It is clear that, while the goal of numerical water tracers in LSMs and isotope-enabled LSMs is similar-to track the movement of water through the surface-subsurface modeling system-each tool has its own strengths and weaknesses (see Table 4 ). The two methods can be used as complementary tools to track water through the terrestrial system.
When compared with isotopic observations, WTNoah-MP is a powerful tool that can provide a critical test for the physical processes represented in the model. As an example, isotope observations have shown that plants uptake water from different soil depths (e.g., Ehleringer and Dawson 1992) , and WT-Noah-MP can be used to evaluate if the model is appropriately representing plant water uptake depth. More generally, isotopic studies have identified an ecohydrological separation of soil water: the water transpired from plants is different from water that contributes to streamflow (Brooks et al. 2010; Evaristo et al. 2015) . Water tracers can be used as a tool to improve LSMs, so they better represent these compartments. Isotopic studies are critical for understanding the water cycle and the linked ecological processes (Good et al. 2015) , but in general, LSMs have lagged far behind the isotopic observations. WT-Noah-MP and the existing isotope-enabled models can help bridge the gap between the observations and models.
It is important to clarify that, because of the simple runoff scheme of our simulations, water leaves the bottom soil layer as free drainage. Thus, we are not able to resolve the effect of bedrock permeability that is one of the main geological controls on catchment transit times (Hale and McDonnell 2016; Pfister et al. 2017 ). In addition, Noah-MP does not take the vertical variation of saturated hydraulic conductivity into account. Both of these processes contribute to the dry bias of soil moisture in deeper layers at WS10 and are likely to affect the estimation of transit times. Furthermore, the partitioning of half of the storage to be active/mobile is arbitrary and could be improved by parameterizing it as a function of soil moisture (e.g., Fenicia et al. 2010; Hrachowitz et al. 2013 ). These could be subjects to be improved in the future.
Conclusions
We have presented a new water tracer tool specifically designed to track individual hydrometeorological events-shifting the LSM approach from a bulk estimation of storages and fluxes to an explicit representation of event water transit. We implement this numerical water tracer scheme in Noah-MP (WT-Noah-MP). The new numerical water tracers tag the total water from precipitation events of interest and track the subsequent partitioning and movement in the surface-subsurface continuum. In comparison to existing LSMs that incorporate isotopes, our water tracer tool does not require isotopic information as either initial conditions or boundary forcing, nor does it require the parameterization of isotopic fractionation processes. We believe WT-Noah-MP is complementary to existing isotope-enabled LSMs. The new water tracer tool allows for a long-term tracking of specific precipitation events and a straightforward interpretation of hydrological processes. Noah-MP is the first LSM with this numerical water tracer capability.
In the tracer implementation, we make particular efforts to appropriately account for horizontal and vertical heterogeneity in mixing during subsurface transit. This is necessary because the complete mixing assumption (CM) usually causes an artificially long transit time. Therefore, to account for tracer transit through preferential flow pathways, which would usually result in a faster transit and is critical for wet soil conditions, we approximate the mixing and transfer of tracers only occurring in the part of storage that is active/mobile. In this study, we test this approximation by specifying half of the total storage to be active/mobile (PM). In addition, to better preserve the tracer penetration as piston flow in the soil matrix, we discretize thinner soil layers for mixing, so that tracers can percolate with less dispersion. We test this assumption by allowing mixing in 1 /2 and 1 /4 of each original soil layer (PM-1/2 and PM-1/4).
The different mixing assumptions are tested in a well-studied watershed WS10 in Oregon over a period after soil wet-up. Comparing the transit times estimated from our water tracer tool and those from isotopic measurements (MM2010), the PM run significantly improves the transit time estimations in deeper soils (70 and 100 cm) when compared to the unrealistically longer transit times in the CM simulation. The PM-1/2 and PM-1/4 estimations further improve the transit time distributions, suggesting a more realistic tracer transit taking both preferential flow and piston flow into account, especially under wet soil conditions. We then use WT-Noah-MP to investigate the effect of an extreme AR event in December 2007 over western Washington. While the CM simulation shows that most of the tracers are retained in the soil until July 2008, perhaps a more realistic estimation comes from the PM simulation with a faster transit of tracers and ;30% of this AR's total precipitation retained in the soil by July 2008. This event water retained in the soil can contribute to local evapotranspiration, groundwater recharge, and base flow. Above the soil, we use WT-Noah-MP to differentiate and quantify the direct (runoff from this AR's precipitation) and indirect (snowmelt trigged by the warm feature of this AR) effects to flooding, which are difficult to derive from the original Noah-MP but simple to understand using the tracers. This additional information is valuable because 
